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Bryant 6, RIC 3 
Bryant 4, Bentley 2 * 
Bryant 3, S.E. Mass. 0 
Bryant 3, Assumption 0* 
Bryant 3, Western N.E. 0 
Bryant 1, Merrimack 0* 
New Hampshire College 6, Bryant 0 
Bryant 4, Sacred Heart 2 
St. Anselm 4, Bryant 2* 
*-Northeast 8 Conference Game 
**Northeast 8 Conference Playoff Game 
Bridgeport 2, Bryant 0 
Springfield 1, Bryant 0 * 
Roger Williams 3, Bryant 0 
Wesleyan 2, Bryant 0 
Bryant 3, Stonehill 1* 
Bryant 3, Holy Cross 2 
Bryant 2, AIC 0* 
Bryant 2, Stonehill 0 ** 

















































































Curry 1, Bryant 0 
Keene 1, Bryant 0 
Providence 4, Bryant 0 
New Hamp. College 7, Bryant 0 
Merrimack 4, Bryant 1* 
URI 2, Bryant 0 
St. Anselm's 3, Bryant 0 
Bryant 5, Babson 1 
•Northeast 8 Conference Game 
**Northeast * Conference Playoff Game 
Plymouth 3, 3ryant 0 
Springfield 1, Bryant 0* 
Bryant 5, Salve Regina 0 
Braynt 2, Stonehill 0* 
Bryant 1, Southhampton 0 
Bryant 3, AIC 0* 
Holy Cross 4, Bryant 0 





Brown def. Bryant,15-0, 15-5, 15-2 
Bryant def. N. Hampshire College, 6-15, 15-10, 15-13, 9-15, 16-4 
Eastern Naz. def. Bryant, 15-11, 15-5 
Sacred Heart def. Bryant, 15-6, 15-11 
E. Conn. def. Bryant, 15-4, 15-5 
RIC def. Bryant, 15-13, 13-15, 15-9 
Bryant def. Bridgeport, 15-3, 15-7 
Maine def. Bryant, 15-6, 15-11 
Southampton def. Bryant, 15-3, 15-8 
Bentley def. Bryant, 15-9, 15-5, 15-2 
Bryant def. Assumption, 13-15, 15-6, 15-7, 15-9 
Bryant def. Merrimack, 12-15, 18-16, 15-11, 15-9 
Bentley def. Bryant, 15-0; 15-6 
Hartford def. Bryant, 15-6, 15-11 
Vermont def. Bryant, 15-12, 15-5 
Marist def. Bryant, 15-4, 15-9 
Springfield def. Bryant, 15-3, 15-6, 16-18, 15-6 
Lowell def. Bryant, 11-15, 15-2, 15-0, 15-10 
AIC def. Bryant, 15-9, 15-4, 15-5 
Bryant def. Merrimack, 15-3, 12-15, 15-8 
Springfield def. Bryant; 15-5, 25-7 
Bentley def. Bryant, 15-8, 15-7 
Mew Haven def. Bryant, 15-3, 15-5, 15-12 
WEST POINT INVITATIONAL 
BRYANT GOLF 
1986 Fall Results 
Team scores: 
1 . Temple* 
2. Kent State* 
3. Hartford* 
4. Central Conn.* 
5. Penn. State* 




10. St. John's* 
Army Gold* 
12. Rutgers* 
Division I Champion - Temple 
Bryant scores: 





























































































































































sion II Champion - Bryant 
YALE INVITATIONAL (Cont.) 
Bryant scores: 
Frank Clark(llth overall) 



















































































Division I Champion - Hartford 
Bryant scores: 
Dave French(3rd overall) 150 
Frank Clark 155 
Chris McCarthy 159 
Gary Young 163 
S . Spencer 166 
Division II Champion - Bryant 
7 8 - 7 2 
8 0 - 7 5 
8 4 - 7 5 
8 0 - 8 3 



























































Division II Champion - Bryant 
TOSKI INVITATIONAL (Cont.) 
Bryant scores: 
Dave French(4th overall) 


























Hat ford * 
BRYANT** 
U. Conn.* 















Division I Champion - Hartford 
Bryant scores: 
Gary Young(3rd overall) 73 
Frank Clark(4th overall) 74 
Ron Yacawych(4th overall) 74 
Dave French 76 

























Division II Champion - Bryant 
ECAC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Team Standings: 






7. Penn State* 
8. Army* 
Division I Champion - Central Conn 
Bryant scores: 















































1 . Ramapo*** 
2. BRYANT** 
3. George Washington* 
4. Rutgers - Scarlet* 
5. St. John's* 
6. Princeton* 








Division I Champion - George Washington 
Bryant scores: 





8. Glassboro** 966 
9. Monte lair** 994 
10. Rutgers - Blue* 1006 
11. Fairleigh Dickinson*1011 
12. Trenton* 1012 
13. LIU* 1017 
14. Dickinson* 1041 











* - NCAA Division One team 
** - NCAA Division Two team 
*** _ NCAA Division Threee team 
BRYANT GOLF INDIVIDUAL SCORES 
FALL 1986 
FRANK CLARK 
West Point Invitational 
Yale Invitational 




















1,254 Medal Ave. 78.3 
JOHN DeBONIS 







482 Medal Avg. 80.3 
JIM DEVLIN 
ECAC Championships 89-81 170 Medal Avg. 85.0 
DAVE FRENCH 
West Point Invitational 
Yale Invitational 




















1,220 Medal Avg. 76.3 
PAUL KEATING 
Yale Invitatioanl 2-78-87 247 Medal Avg. 82.3 
C H R I S M C C A R T H Y 
West Point Invitational 


















407 Medal Avg. 81.4 
S. SPENCER 
New England Tournament 88-78 166 Medal Avg. 83.0 
TOM WIGHT 












482 Medal Avg. 79.3 
GARY YOUNG 
West Point Invitational 
Yale Invitational 

























BRYANT 6, BENTLEY 3 
Singles 
Thornberg,Bentley, def. Procaccino, 6-3, 4-6, 7-6 
Kahn, Bryant, def. Mullarkey, 6-2, 7-6 
Porter, Bryant, def. Sullivan, 6-1, 6-4 
Barton, Bryant, def. Hayes, 6-0, 6-2 
Conant, Bryant, def. Hill, 6-3, 7-5 
Manchester, Bentley, def. Lombardo, 6-4, 6-2 
Shubert, Bentley, def. Smith, 6-3, 6-4 
Doubles 
Manchester-Porter, Bryant, def. Thornberg-Mullarkey, 6-0, 6-3 
Sullivan-Losty, Bentley, def. Conant-Eggleston, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4 
Barton-Kahn, Bryant, def. Debenais-Nordstrom 
BRYANT 5, S. E. MASS. 4 
Singles 
Sullivan, SEM, def. Procaccino, 6-3, 6-1 
LaFleur, SEM, def. Kahn, 6-0, 6-2 
Porter, Bryant, def. Neil, 6-4, 6-3 
Nawrocki, SEM, def. Bickell, 4-6, 6-4, 7-6 
Barton, Bryant, def. Reppucci, 6-1, 6-2 
Conant, Bryant, def. Darcy, 5-7, 6-2, 7-5 
Doubles 
Sullivan-LaFleur, SEM, def. Procaccino-Porter, 6-0, 6-1 
Kahn-Bickell, Bryant, def. Neil-Nawrocki, 10-5 
Dunphy-Eggleston, Bryant, def. Reppucci-Wojcicki, 7-5, 2-6, 7-6 
BRYANT 8, ASSUMPTION 1 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant Kozuck, 6-2, 6-0 
Kahn, Bryant, def. Reilly, 6-1, 7-6 
Porter, Bryant, fdef. Perez, 6-0, 6-0 
Barton, Bryant, def. Brynn, 6-1, 6-0 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Brossi, 6-2, 7-5 
Smith, Bryant, def. Kelley, 6-3, 7-5 
Doubles 
Conant-Eggleston, Bryant, def. Reilly-Perez, 6-3, 6-3 
Dunphy-Lombardo, Bryant, def. Brynn-Brossi, 6-3, 6-3 
Kozuck-Kelley, Assumption, def. LeForge-Manchester, 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 
BRYANT 8, MERRIMACK 1 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant, def. Dwight, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 
Kahn, Bryant, def. Mangano, 6-3, 6-1 
Porter, Bryant, def. Mahoney, 6-1, 6-1 
Barton, Bryant, def. Duplisiea, 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Neubauer, 6-4, 6-2 
Conant, Bryant, def. DeLuca, 6-4, 6-2 
Doubles 
Eggleston-Dunphy, Bryant, def. Mangano-Mahoney, 10-7 
Kenny-Fitzgerald, Merrimack, def. Lombardo-Smith, 10-7 
Manchester-LeForge, Bryant, def. Burke-Dugas, 10-5 
BRYANT 5, ST. ANSELM 4 
Singles 
Devine, St. A., def. Procaccino, 10-5 
Porter, Bryant, def. Bouroeois, 10-4 
Hermance, St. A., def. Barton, 10-3 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Halloran, 10-2 
Dolan, St. A., def. Conant, 10-3 
Lombardo, Bryant, def. Taetz, 10-8 
Doubles 
Procaccino-Porter, Bryant, def. Bouroeois-Hermance, 10-4 
Devine-Halloran, St. A., def. Conant-Eggleston, 10-5 
Bickell-Lombardo, Bryant, def. Dolan-Taetz, 10-6 
SPRINGFIELD 6, BRYANT 3 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant, def. Travers, 6-2 
Nunez, Springfield, def. Porter, 5-3 
Levesque, Springfield, def. Kahn, 4-3 
MacBurnig, Springfield, def. Bickell, 2-0 
Barton, Bryant, def. Greenwood, 4-4 
Doubles 
Travers-Nunez, Springfield, def. Kahn-Porter, 4-1 
Levesque-MacBurnig, Springfield, def. Procaccino-Bickell, 4-2 
Greenwood-Lopez, Springfield, def. Conant-Eggleston, 3-2 
Dunphy-Lombardo, Bryant, def. Stefanak-Janssen, 6-0, 3-6, 6-1 
BRYANT 8, STONEHILL 1 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant, def. Slade, 5-7, 6-1, 6-2 
Kahn, Bryant, def. Carvelli, 6-0, 6-0 
Porter, Bryant, def. Roche, 6-2, 6-3 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Barry, 6-4, 6-4 
Barton, Bryant, def. Sheehan, 6-2, 6-2 
Conant, Bryant, def. Lundberg, 6-3, 6-3 
11 
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Doubles 
Slade-Cavelli, Stonehill, def. Dunphy-Lombardo, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 
Conant-Barton, Bryant, def. Barry-Roche, 7-5, 6-2 
Manchester-LaForge, Bryant, def. Sheehan-Lundberg, 7-6, 6-4 
BRYANT 6, BABSON 3 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant, def. Nistico, 6-3, 6-0 
Kahn, Bryant, def. Campanelli, 6-2, 7-5 
Porter, Bryant, def. Richard, 6-1, 6-3 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Sim, 6-7, 6-0, 6-2 
McNulty, Babson, def. Barton, 6-2, 6-4 
Conant, Bryant, def. Beebe, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 
Doubles 
Nastico-Campanelli, Babson, def. Porter-Smith, 10-7 
Eggleston-Conant, Bryant, def. Mayo-Richard, 10-4 
McNulty-Sim, Babson, def. LaForge-Manchester, 10-8 
BRYANT 6, AIC 1 
Singles 
Porter, Bryant, def. Sapelli, 6-4, 6-4 
Barton, Bryant, def. Aubuchon, 6-0, 6-2 
Manchester, Bryant, def. Trainer, 6-0, 6-2 
LaForge, Bryant, def. Hochsteddle, 6-0, 6-1 
Smith, Bryant, def. Butts, 6-0, 6-0 
Doubles 
Sapelli-Aubuchon, AIC, def. Laombardo-Eggleston, 10-4 
Manchester-Smith, Bryant, def. Trainer-Hochstedder, 10-6 
BRYANT 7, RIC 2 
Singles 
Procaccino, Bryant, def. Wishnevsky, 6-0, 6-7, 7-6 
Luther, RIC, def. Kahn, 4-6, 6-2, 6-2 
Bickell, Bryant, def. Burns, 6-4, 7-6 
Conant, Bryant, def. Moio, 6-4, 6-1 
Lombardo, Byrant, def. Volcjal, 6-4, 6-1 
Smith, Bryant, def. Bucci, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4 
Doubles 
Procaccino-Kahn, Bryant, def. Wishnevsky-Luther, 7-6, 6-4 
Burns-Moio, RIC, def. Eggleston-Conant, 7-6, 6-1 





Barton def. Hayes, Bentley, 6-0, 6-2 
Barton def. Reppucci, S.E. Mass., 6-1, 6-2 
Barton def. Brynn, Assumption, 6-1, 6-0 
Barton def. Duplisiea, Merrimack, 6-1, 4-6, 6-3 
Hermanee, St. Anselm, def. Barton, 10-3 
Barton def. Greenwood, Springfield, 6-4, 6-4 
Barton def. Sheehan, Stonehill, 6-2, 6-2 
McNulty, Babson, def. Barton, 6-2, 6-4 
Barton def. Aubuchon, AIC, 6-0, 6-2 
Hill, Bentley, def. Barton, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 * 
Barton def. Maloney, SCSU, 6-1, 6-0 
Bickoff, Springfield, def. Barton, 6-3, 6-3 
Doubles (2-4) 
Barton-Kahn def. Debanais-Nordstrom, Bentley, 2-6,6-4,6-2 
Dunn-Muks, Springfield, def. Barton-Manchester, 6-2, 4-6, 6-0 
Barton-Conant def. Barry-Roche, Stonehill, 7-5, 6-2 
KIM BICKELL 
Singles (10-3) 
Nawrocki, S.E. Mass., def. Bickell, 4-6, 6-4, 7-6 
Bickell def. Brossi, Assumption, 6-2, 7-5 
Bickell def. Neubauer, Marrimack, 6-4, 6-2 
Bickell def. Halloran, St. Anselm, 10-2 
MacBurnie, Springfield, def. Bickell, 2-0 
Bickell def. Barry, Stonehill, 6-4, 6-4 
Bickell def. Sim, Babson, 6-7, 6-0, 6-2 
Bickell def. Burns, RIC, 6-4, 7-6 
Bickell def. Sheehan, Stonehill, default * 
Bickell def. Brynn, Assumption, 3-6, 6-3, 7-5 * 
Bickell def. Sullivan, Bentley, 6-1, 6-4 * 
Bickell def. Hill, Bentley, 7-6, 7-5 
Levesque, Springfield, def. Bickell, 6-3, 6-4 
Doubles (9-3) 
Bickell-Kahn def. Neil-Nawrocki, S.E. Mass., 10-5 
Bickell-Lombardo def. Dolan-Taetz, St. Anselm, 10-6 
Levesque-MacBurnie, Springfield, def. Bickell-Procaccino, 6-4, 6-2 
Bickell-Porter def. Burns-Volejak, RIC, 10-1 
Bickell-Porter def. Brandes-Cress, URI, 10-3 
Bickell-Porter def. Toupin-Riley, Salve Regina, 10-2 
Slade-Carvelli, Stonehill, def. Bickell-Procaccino, 6-4, 2-6, 6-3 
Bickell-Porter def. Duplisea-Kenney, Merrimack, 6-0, 6-3 * 
Levesque-Macburnie, Springfield, def. Bickell-Porter, * 
Bickell-Porter def. MacBurnie-Levesque, Springfield, 6-2, 7-5 
Bickell-Porter def. Losty-Hill, Bentley, 6-4, 6-1 
Bickell-Porter def. Devine-Halloran, St. Anselm, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2 
PATTI CONANT (9-3) 
Singles 
Conant def. Hill, Bentley, 6-3, 7-5 
Conant def. Darcy, S.E. Mass., 5-7, 6-2, 7-5 
Conant def. DeLuca, Merrimack, 6-4, 6-2 
Dolan, St. Anselm, def. Conant, 10-3 
Bickoff, Springfield, def. Conant, 6-5, 6-1 
Conant def. Lundberg, Stonehill, 6-3, 6-3 
Conant def. Beebe, Babson, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 
Conant def. Moio, RIC, 6-4, 6-1 
Conant def. Fitzgerald, Merrimack, 6-3, 6-0 * 
Bickoff, Springfield, def. Conant, 6-2, 6-2 * 
Conant def. Taetz, St. Anselm, 6-2, 6-3 
Conant def. Greenwood, Springfield, 6-3, 6-4 
Doubles (5-7) 
Sullivan-Losty, Bentley, def. Conant-Eggleston, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4 
Conant-Eggleston def. Reilly-Perez, Assumption, 6-3, 6-3 
Devine-Halloran, St. Anselm, def. Conant-Eggleston, 10-4 
Greenwood-Lopez, Springfield, def. Conant-Eggleston, 3-2 
Conant-Barton def. Barry-Roche, Stonehill, 7-5, 6-2 
Conant- Eggleston def. Mayo-Richard, Babson, 10-4 
Burns-Moio, RIC, def. Conant-Eggleston, 7-6, 6-1 
O'Brien-Brown, URI, def. Conant-Eggleston, 10-7 
Conant-Eggleston def. Burke-Fitzgerald, Merrimack, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4* 
Greenwood-Lopez, Springfield, def. Conant-Eggleston, 6-1, 6-3* 
Conant-Eggleston def. Melendy-Loftus, St. Anselm, 6-0, 6-2 
Lpez-Greenwood, Springfield, def. Conant-Eggleston, 6-3, 6-2 
KIM DUNPHY 
Singles (0-2) 
Palmer, S.E. Mass., def. Dunphy, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1 
Dunn, Springfield,.def. Dunphy, 6-0, 6-2 
Doubles (5-1) 
Dunphy-Lombardo def. Brynn-Brossi, Assumption, 6-3, 6-3 
Dunphy-Eggleston def. Mangano-Mahoney, Merrimack, 10-7 
Dunphy-Eggleston def. Reppucci-Wojcicki, SMU, 7-5, 2-6, 7-6 
Dunphy-Lombardo def. Stefanak-Janssen, Springfield, 6-0, 3-6, 6-1 
Slade-Cavelli, Stonehill, def. Dunphy-Lombardo, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 
Dunphy-Lombardo def. Volejak, RIC, 7-6, 6-3 
CHERYL EGGLESTON 
Singles (1-0) 
Eggleston def. Worden, S.E. Mass., 6-1, 6-1 
Doubles (6-8) 
Sullivan-Losty, Bentley, def. Eggleston-Conant, 6-4, 5-7, 6-4 
Eggleston-Conant def. Reilly-Perez, Assumption, 6-3, 6-3 
Eggleston-Dunphy def. Mangano-Mahoney, Merrimack, 10-7 
Eggleston-Dunphy def. Reppucci-Wojcicki, S.E. Mass., 7-5, 2-6, 7-6 
Devine-Halloran, St. Anselm, def. Eggleston-Conant, 10-5 
Greenwood-Dunn, Springfield, def. Eggleston-Conant, 6-3, 6-2 
Eggleston-Conant def. Mayo-Richard, Babson, 10-4 
Sapelli-Aubuchon, AIC, def. Eggleston-Lombardo, 10-4 
Burns-Moio, RIC, def. Eggleston-Conant, 7-6, 6-1 
O'Brien-Brown, URI, def. Eggleston-Conant, 10-7 
Eggleston-Conant def. Burke-Fitzgerald, Merrimack, 7-5, 3-6, 6-4 * 
Greenwood-Lopez, Springfield, def. Eggleston-Conant, 6-1, 6-3 * 
Eggleston-Conant def. Melendy-Loftus, St. Anselm, 6-0, 6-2 
Lopez-Greenwood . ^nrinofipU H
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DEBBIE KAHN 
Singles (9-5) 
Kahn def. Mullarkey, Bentley, 6-2, 7-6 
Kahn def. Reilly, Assumption, 6-1, 7-6 
Kahn def. Mangano, Merrimack, 6-3, 6-1 
LaFleur, S.E. Mass., def. Kahn, 6-0, 6-2 
Levesque, Springfield, def. Kahn, 6-4, 6-3 
Kahn def. Carvelli, Stonehill, 6-0, 6-0 
Kahn def. Campanelli, Babson, 6-2, 7-5 
Luther, RIC, def. Kahn 4-6, 6-2, 6-2 
Kahn def. Aubachon, AIC, 6-2, 6-0* 
Kahn def. Carvelli, Stonehill, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4* 
Nunez, Springfield, def. Kahn, 7-5, 6-3* 
Bourgeois, St. Anselm, def. Kahn, 6-3, 7-6 
Kahn def. Mallarkey, Bentley, 8-2 
Kahn def. Pagani, SCSU, 8-2 
Doubles (7-1) 
Kahn-Barton def. Debenais-Nordstrom, Bentley, 2-6, 6-4, 6-2 
Kahn-Bickell def. Neil-Nawrocki, S.E. Mass., 10-5 
Travers-Nunez, Springfield, def. Kahn-Porter, 6-4, 6-1 
Kahn-Procaccino def. Wishnevsky-Luther, RIC, 7-6, 6-4 
Kahn-Procaccino def. Kosior-Wragg, URI, 10-3 
Kahn-Procaccino def. Wishnevsky-Luther, RIC, 10-5 
Kahn-Procaccino def. Wakeling-Perronoel, SCSU, 6-1, 6-1 
Kahn-Procaccino def. Travers-Nunez, Springfield, 6-3, 7-6 (10-8) 
CAROLINE LeFORGE 
Singles (1-0) 
LaForge def. Hochsteddle, AIC, 6-0, 6-1 
Doubles (3-3) 
Kozuck-Kelley, Assumption, def. LeForge-Manchester, 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 
LeForge-Manchester def. Burke-Dugas, Merrimack, 10-5 
LeForge-Lombardo def. Worden-Palmer, S. E. Mass., 7-5,6-3 
Lopez-Phillips, Springfield, def. LeForge-Smith, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 
LaForge-Manchester def. Sheehan-Lundberg, Stonehill, 7-6, 6-4 
McNulty-Sim, Babson, def. LaForge-Manchester, 10-8 
LAUREN LOMBARDO 
Singles (2-1) 
Lombardo def. Taetz, St. Anselm, 10-8 
Lopez, Springfield, def. Lombardo, 6-2, 6-2 
Lombardo def. Volcjak, RIC, 6-4, 6-1 
Doubles (5-3) 
Dunphy-Lombardo def. Brynn-Brossi, Assumption, 6-3, 6-3 
Kenny-Fitzgerald, Merrimack, def. Lombardo-Smith, 10-7 
Lombardo-LaForge def. Worden-Palmer, S.E. Mass., 7-5, 6-3 
Lombardo-Bickell def. Dolan-Taetz, St. Anselm, 10-6 
Lombardo-Dunphy def. Stefanak-Janssen, Springfield, 6-0, 3-6, 6-1 
Cavelli-Slade, Stonehill, def. Lombardo-Dunphy, 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 
Sapelli-Aubuchon, AIC, def. Lombardo-Eggleston, 10-4 
Lombardo-Dunphy def. Volejak-Bucci, RIC, 7-6, 6-3 
DEBBIE MANCHESTER 
Singles (3-2) 
Manchester def. Wojcicki, S.E. Mass., 6-3, 0-6, 6-2 
Manchester def. Trainer, AIC, 6-0, 6-2 
DEBBIE MANCHESTER (Cont.) 
Singles 
Greenwood, Springfield, def. Manchester, 6-2, 6-1 
Manchester def. Taetz, St. Anselm, 8-6. 
Doubles (4-3) 
Manchester-Porter def. Thornberg-Mullarkey, Bentley, 6-0, 6-3 
Kozuck-Kelley, Assumption, def. Manchester-LeForge, 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 
Manchester-LeForge def. Burke-Dugas, Merrimack, 10-5 
Dunn-Muks, Springfield, def. Manchester-Barton, 6-2, 4-6, 6-0 
Manchester-LaForge def. Sheehan-Lundberg, Stonehill, 7-6, 6-4 
McNulty-Sim, Babson, def. Manchester-LaForge, 10-8 
Manchester-Smith def. Trainer-Hochsteddler, AIC, 10-6 
KATY PORTER 
Singles (12-2) 
Porter def. Sullivan, Bentley, 6-1, 6-4 
Porter def. Perez, Assumption, 6-0, 6-0 
Porter def. Mahoney, Merrimack, 6-1, 6-1 
Porter def. Neil, S.E. Mass., 6-4, 6-3 
Porter def. Bouroeois, St. Anselm, 10-4 
Nunez, Springfield, def. Porter, 7-5, 6-3 
Porter def. Roche, Stonehill, 6-2, 6-3 
Porter def. Richard, Babson, 6-1, 6-3 
Porter def. Scibelli, AIC, 6-4, 6-4 
Porter def. Levesque, Springfield, 6-4, 6-4* 
Porter def. Mahoney, Merrimack, 6-0, 6-1* 
Porter def. Losty, Bentley, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3* 
Porter def. Losty, Bentley, 6-4, 6-0 
MacBurnie, Springfield, def. Porter, 6-3, 6-1 
Doubles (9-4) 
Porter-Manchester def. Thornberg-Mullarkey, Bentley, 6-0, 6-3 
Sullivan-LaFleur, S.E. Mass., def. Porter-Procaccino, 6-0, 6-1 
Porter-Procaccino def. Bouroeois-Hermance,St. Anselm, 10-4 
Travers-Nunez, Springfield, Porter-Kahn, 6-4, 6-1 
Nastico-Campanelli, Babson, def. Porter-Smith, 10-7 
Porter-Bickell def. Burns-Volcjak, RIC, 10-1 
Porter-Bickell def. Brandes-Cress, URI, 10-2 
Porter-Bickell def. Toupin-Riley, Salve Regina, 10-2 
Porter-Bickell def. Duplisea-Kenney, Merrimack, 6-0, 6-3 * 
Levesque-Macburnie, Springfield, def. Porter-Bickell, 6-4, 6-4* 
Porter-Bickell def. MacBurnie-Levesque, Springfield, 6-2, 7-5 
Porter-Bickell def. Losty-Hill, Bentley, 6-4, 6-1 
Porter-Bickell def. Devine-Halloran, St. Anselm, 6-1, 4-6, 6-2 
JOY PROCACCINO 
Singles (9-4) 
Thornberg, Bentley, def. Procaccino, 6-3, 4-6, 7-6 
Procaccino def. Kozuck, Assumption, 6-2, 6-0 
Procaccino def. Dwight, Merrimack, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 
Sullivan, S.E. Mass., def. Procaccino, 6-3, 6-1 
Devine, St. Anselm, def. Procaccino, 10-5 
Procaccino def. Travers, Springfield, 6-2, 6-2 
Procaccino def. Slade, Stonehill, 5-7, 6-1, 6-2 
Procaccino def. Nistico, Babson, 6-3, 6-0 
Procaccino def. Wishnevsky, RIC, 6-0, 6-7, 7-6 
Travers, Springfield, def. Procaccino, 6-1, 6-3* 
Procaccino def. Wakeling, SCSU, 6-1, 6-1 
Procaccino def. Devine, St. Anselm, 6-3, 6-2 
Procaccino def. Travers, Springfield, 6-4, 1-6, 7-5 
JOY PROCACCINO (Cont.) 
Doubles (6-3) 
Sullivan-LaFleur, S.E.Mass., def. Procaccino-Porter, 6-0, 6-1 
Procaccino-Porter def. Bouroeois-Hermance, St. Anselm, 10-4 
Levesque-MacBurnig, Springfield, def. Procaccino-Bickell, 6-4, 6-2 
Procaccino-Kahn def. Wishnevsky-Luther, RIC, 7-6, 6-4 
Procaccino-Kahn def. Kosior-Wragg, URI, 10-3 
Procaccino-Kahn def. Wishnevsky-Luther, 10-5 
Slade-Carvelli, Stonehill, def. Procaccino-Bickell, 6-4, 2-6, 6-3 
Procaccino-Kahn def. Wakeling-Perronoel, SCSU, 6-1, 6-1 
Procaccino-Kahn def. Travers-Nunez, Springfield, 6-3, 7-6 (10-8) 
VAL SMITH 
Singles (3-1) 
Shubert, Bentley, def. Smith, 6-3, 6-4 
Smith def. Kelley, Assumption, 6-3, 7-5 
Smith def. Butts, AIC, 6-0, 6-0 
Smith def. Bucci, RIC, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4 
Doubles (1-3) 
Kenny-Fitzgerald, Merrimack, def. Smith-Lombardo, 10-7 
Lopez-Phillips, Springfield, def. Smith-LaForge, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3 
Nastico-Campanelli, Babson, def. Smith-Porter, 10-7 
Smith-Manchester def. Trainer-Hochsteddler, AIC, 10-6 
* Northeast-8 Tournament 
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Meet Results 
































































































































































































































Southern Conn . 














I0NAL - Oct. 4. Distance - 5,000 meters 
43 7. Central Conn. 200 
70 8. Babson 220 
93 9. Sacred Heart 275 
102 10. S.E. Mass inc 
107 11. Suffolk inc 
114 
Bryant places and times: 
Diane Tedford 1 18:58 
Stephanie Witt 5 20:21 
Melinda Davis 16 21:29 
Becky Castagna 23 21:57 
Kathy Drapeau 25 22:14 
Stacey Huntley 26 22:17 
Denise Myers 28 22:32 
Betsey Dennis 36 22:50 
Margarett Presutti 38 23:05 
Claudine Tecklenburg 47 23:44 
Lora Lee Cartwright 52 24:14 
Diane Margraf 58 24:38 

























NE-8 CHAMPIONSHIPS (Cont.) 


































































































































































































NEW ENGLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS (cont.) 
Bryant places and scores: 
Diane Tedford, 7 
Stephanie Witt 42 
Melinda Davis 113 
Becky Castagna 127 










































Bryant places and times: 
Stacey Huntley 29 
Thea Tyimok 54 
Margaret Presutti 56 
Lora Lee Cartwright 57 
Claudine Tecklenburg 59 




































Mt. St. Mary 
Southern Conn. 



































1 7 . Lock Haven 
1 8 . Quinni piac 
19. C.W. Post 
20. St. Michael's 

























WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Individual Records 











St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 





























St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 
New England Championships 






























St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
New England Championships 


























St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 


























St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 
New England Championships 





































St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
Smith Invitational 
New England Championships-JV 
Meet 
Bryant Invitational 



















































St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
Smith Invitational 




Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 





































St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
























St. Anselm's Invitational 
RIC Invitational 
Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 
































Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 
New England Championships 
NCAA E. Region Championships 


































































Conn. College Invitational 
NE-8 Championships 
Smith Invitational 
New England Championships 

















MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY 
Meet Results 








































1 3. Eastern Conn. 396 































ST. ANSELM'S INVITATIONAL - Sep. 20. Distance 8,000 meters 
Team scores: 
1. BRYANT 
































RI'C INVITATIONAL - Sep. 27. Distance - 5 miles 
Team Scores: 
1 . RIC 
2. Springfie 
3. Navy Prep 
Id 
. 







































































Bryant times and places: 
John Wilbur 1 
Glen Starses 25 
Rob Easton 28 
Stephan Duncan 35 
E d P o d r a z a 43 
Jim Roche 49 
Barry Gross 52 










































































Bryant "places and times 
John Wilbur 
Robert Eaton 





































































































































































































































































Mew E n g1a n d s 
Place 
130 
72 
Time 
33:55 
31:58 
Place 
13 
1 
6 
1 
36 
109 
Time 
27:35 
26:54 
26: 19 
27:02 
NA 
NA 
